Government of Malta (gov.mt)

Style Guide - Version 2
8 February, 2013

Introduction
What this Guide is about
This document is your guide to the branding of Government websites. This guide takes the form of a user-experience kit that suits the extensive online presence
of Government. Our philosophy is to facilitate requirements while ensuring a common look and feel.
How to use this Guide
Items marked as “mandatory” are specific requirements outlined in this guidelines in addition to any applicable GMICT. All other items are optional and not required.
• Mandatory - These items are required in all websites
• Recommended - These items are generally a good idea to include because they give the user a general sense of being in a website of the Government of Malta.
• Optional - These items are entirely at your discretion.
It is highly advisable that implementations using items which are ‘Recommended’ and ‘Optional’, accurately follow the styles as represetend in this guide. Subtle
differ-ences in the implementations should be avoided, as this confuses the user who expects to find the commonly adopted look and feel.

Creating a Website
There are 2 models which are to be used when creating a website.
• Model ‘A’ to be implemented across Public Service websites.
• Model ‘B’ is the minimum implementation for websites of the Public Sector and campaign websites. These type of websites may also choose to adopt Model ‘A’.

Notes on Style Guide
The sharepoint implementation which is offered by the Government of Malta through MITA, has pre-defined templates and configurations. Throughout this
guideline, you will find recommendations and optional items which may differ from these templates.
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Model ‘A’
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Logo {Mandatory}
The logo represents a stylized modern version of the previous gov.mt logo.
The font face used in the logo is based on the Century Gothic font.
The colours used for the logo are:
Red: #CC0001 (representing the colour of the Maltese Flag)
Black: #000000

Proportions
In terms of proportions, the width of the logo is approximately 2.3 times
larger than its height. For example, a copy of the logo at 1000 px wide will
be 434 px in height.

2.3

height / width = 1 / 2.3

1

1

2.3
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Logo Usage {Mandatory}
There are a limited number of correct ways to use the gov.mt logo.
This is vital to preserving the integrity of the brand.

incorrect

Here are several examples of incorrect logo usage. Keep in mind, any alterations apart from proportional scaling (sizing) of the logo is
considered incorrect usage.

DON’T reposition the logo components

DON’T change the size relationship
between the logo components

DON’T skew or distort the logo

DON’T change the colors of the
logo to non-brand colours

correct

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit. Maecenas rutrum ligula eget.
￼

￼

fusce at est. Donec sollicitudin,

enim vel aliquam

DON’T use the logo in line with text

DON’T alter or typeset the
Wordmark

airtravel
DON’T add unapproved copy or
illustrations to the logo
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Logo Spacing {Mandatory}
Logo placement requires a minimum area around the logo to be left
blank, ensuring that the brand is given adequate space to stand apart
from other adjacent elements.

h
h

The same applies to the logo lockup, containing the logo itself and the
tagline. Spacing between the logo and the tagline must be maintained
as well, as illustrated here.
To determine the blank space needed, consider the height and width of
the logo symbol to be h. Since the symbol is virtually a square shape,
there is no difference between its horizontal and vertical orientation.

Mathematically, h is approximately 14% of the total width of the logo.
Thus, a minimum of 14% blank space must be allowed on all sides, as
per the diagram on the right.

h

14%

h

h

14%

14%

Create a rectangle around the logo, which is equivalent to the width
and height of the logo itself plus h.
h

Always refer to the illustrations on this page, for proper logo spacing.

14%

h
h

h

h

h
h

h
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Logo Color Variations and Backgrounds {Recommended}
The following examples show the established standards to ensure
effec-tive presentation of the gov.mt logo, with respect to the
approved logo color variations.
To preserve the integrity of the logo, and to reinforce the brand
position-ing, it should appear only on the approved backgrounds.
The colour variations and background allowed are underlined in
the Colour Palette section (page 11).

Full-color Positive Logo
Use on a white or 20%-or-less tint of black
background

Full-Color Reverse Logo
Use on a black background

Black Logo
Use on a white or 40%-or-less tint of black
background

White Logo
Use on a black or 40%-or-greater tint of
black background

Any other colour variations outside the allowed colour palette may
be used within a sub-brand.
Always ensure the logo you choose is appropriate for the Government
en-tity and background.

White Logo
Use on any brand colour background
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Logos / URL for Entity Use {Mandatory}
Entities have 2 options by which they can brand their website. This
brand-ing is shown directly underneath the top toolbar and will be visible
in every other page. The options for the website brand are either:

constraint must be placed on the length of the words added to the wordmark, in
order to maintain the height of the logo. Of course, reducing the height of the logo
for very long entity names is possible, too.

Option 1 - Entity logo
If the entity has a specific logo, it can use this logo with the heigh
con-straint of 60px. This will be placed instead of the wordmark.

Maximum Number of Characters in Wordmark (including .gov.mt) = 21

Option 2 - Wordmark ending with .gov.mt (see example below) The
wordmark consists of the name of the entity followed by .gov.mt. A

Ministries Logo
Use on a white or 40%-or-less tint of black
background

Approved Color Variations
Use on a white or 40%-or-less tint of black
background
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Tagline {Optional}
A tagline is a variation of the brand, which is generally used to create a
memorable phrase that users will identify the entity or department with.
An example of such a tagline, is found on the right hand side.
The tagline is optional and should ONLY be used when there is a
well thought of phrase.

“
“

”
”

Logo Lockup Sample
A tagline does not often function alone. It works in conjunction
with a logo or logotype as part of a “lockup” as sampled here.

The recommended font is Serif style, which adds a touch of character and warmth, lost in the use of harsher typefaces. It is a salutation, an invitation, and a greeting, as if from someone actually
dedi-cated to solving issues and communicating on their terms.
Taglines need to adhere to the brand guidelines and must
not exceed 40 characters.
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Colour Palette {Recommended}
The following colour palette is recommended for use within your site. Through this colour palette, there is a
harmonisation of the look and feel with other Government sites.
However, there may be instances where your site would already have or need a particular colour scheme. In these
particular cases, you may use your own colour palette.

Site Colours

HEX: #D7463F
RGB: 215 / 70 / 63
CMYK:10/88/80/1

HEX: #0087B9
RGB: 0 / 135 / 185
CMYK:83/36/11/0

HEX: #1B1B1B
RGB: 27 / 27 / 27
CMYK: 72 / 67 / 65 / 78

HEX: #000000
RGB:0/0/0
CMYK: 100 / 100 / 100 / 100

HEX: #403F3F
RGB: 64 / 63 / 63
CMYK: 67 / 61 / 60 / 48

HEX: #DEDEDE
RGB: 222 / 222 / 222
CMYK:12/9/9/0

HEX: #EEEEEE
RGB: 238 / 238 / 238
CMYK:5/4/4/0

HEX: #FFFFFF
RGB: 255 / 255 / 255
CMYK:0/0/0/0

Examples:

Examples:

Examples:

Examples:

Examples:

Examples:

Examples:

Examples:

•

navigational icon

•

• text

•

text

•

top toolbar

• footer background

• left column on
pages

•

text in buttons

•

colour block in
headlines

•

call-to-action button

•

main navigation

•

text in navigation

•

call-to-action button

•

page background

•

buttons

•

background pattern

•

error messages in
forms and other
failed validation

•

main navigation,
currently viewed
section
Hyperlinks

•

search button

Brand Colours (Used in the Background Pattern)

HEX: #99BBBB
RGB: 153 / 187 / 187
CMYK:41/15/25/0
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HEX: #E38742
RGB: 227 / 135 / 66
CMYK:8/55/85/1

HEX: #666877
RGB: 102 / 104 / 119
CMYK: 63 / 54 / 40 / 14

HEX: #423434
RGB: 66 / 52 / 52
CMYK: 60 / 67 / 62 / 55

HEX: #CDCBBC
RGB: 205 / 203 / 188
CMYK:20/15/25/0

HEX: #9AAC4B
RGB: 154 / 172 / 75
CMYK:45/19/90/1

HEX: #E5A824
RGB: 229 / 168 / 36
CMYK:10/35/99/0

HEX: #141A4E
RGB: 20 / 26 / 78
CMYK: 100 / 98 / 36 / 39
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Typography {Mandatory}
The main font to be used throughout your site is the Segoe font.

Segoe UI Regular 42 pt

Headlines and Graphic Headers
All headlines and graphic headers are based on the Segoe font and are
used for all page headers, subheaders, section headers, and other
graphic headers for a consistently branded look and feel.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

System Text
Segoe UI is used for HTML system text. This includes all body text, links,
and subnavigation.

Style Definitions
The following specifications represent the various text styles to be used
on your site.
The list includes, the font name, font weight, font size (pt) and the HEX
colour used. In the right column, sample text is given, following it’s corresponding specifications. Always refer to these styles when creating new
pages, ensuring that consistency is maintained throughout the site.

h1: Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
h2: Segoe Bold Uppercase 14 pt #000000
h3: Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #1B1B1B
h4: Segoe UI Regular 16 pt #1B1B1B

h1 Headline is Segoe Regular 26 pt
h2 HEADING IS SEGOE BOLD UPPERCASE 14 PT

h3 Headline is Segoe UI Bold 14 pt

h4 Headline is Segoe UI Regular 14 pt

body: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #292929
link: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
visited: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
link hover: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt underline

Body Text is Segoe UI Regular 14 pt

link is Segoe UI Regular 14 pt

visited link is Segoe UI Regular 14 pt

link on hover is Segoe UI Regular Underlined 14 pt
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Iconography {Recommended}
Usage Guidelines

Background Colours

A minimum of 5 pixels of spacing should be placed between the icon
and it’s accompanying text. However, no more than 10 px should be
allowed, to ensure an obvious connection between the icon and the text.

Each icon could appears on multiple of background colours
throughout the site.

Icons can appear with text on the left or the right, depending on the
type of icon.

Main icon background colours:

Social Media Sharing and Social Media Links icons do not require
accom-panying text, as the buttons themselves contain the wording.
Also, given the popularity of the social media sites, these buttons do not
require any additional explanation to be given.
Navigational icons typically appear to the right of the accompanying
text, identifying the direction of navigation (moving forward).
Icons should align vertically along the centre of the text.
The following page includes samples of icons.
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White #FFFFFF - in main content area
Black #000000 - in navigation and images (zoom icon)
Gray #EEEEEE - in left side bar on eGov Articles

Secondary icon background colour:
Red #D7463F - in hover states of buttons
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Iconography - Classification {Recommended}
The following are the recommended icon library to be used within
the site for the respective categories:

Informational

Informational

Contact Card (Name and Address) (20 × 17 px)

Navigational

Contact E-mail Address (19 × 14 px)

Functional

Links to Social Media Pages
RSS Feed

Other icons may be used as required by the design and
requirements of your site.

Facebook “Like” Button and Number of Likes

Twitter Button and Number of Tweets

Contact Telephone / Fax Number (19 × 17 px)
LinkedIn “Share” Button and Number Shared

Site Tools
Social Media Sharing

Social Media Sharing

Navigational
AddThis “Share” Button and Number Shared
External Link; Opens a New Browser Window (12 × 12 px)
Call-to-action; Main Action Button(s) (12 × 12 px)

Functional
Comment Link (27 × 22 px)

Links to Social Media Pages and RSS

Link to Facebook Profile Page (26 ×26 px)

Link to Twitter Feed (26 ×26 px)

Rating Scale - Selected and Default States (14 × 19 px)
Link to LinkedIn Profile (26 ×26 px)

Site Tools
Link to RSS feed (22 ×22 px)
Search and Zoom-in (for photos) (19 × 19 px)
Text Resizing (not an image)
On-screen Maltese Keyboard (in Search Box) (19 × 11 px)
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Buttons {Optional}
Throughout your website, there may be instances where a hyperlink
needs to be emphasized, either to call attention to a desirable action
or to distinguish it from other links in a form or a step-by-step process.
In these instances, a button may be used instead of a text link.
Some examples of where a button can be used are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Banners
Forms - to Submit or Cancel a Form
Comments - to make a comment
Widgets (ex.: Polls)
Advertisements
Search Box / Search Page
Lightbox - to Close the Image Preview
Log In

Button Behaviour
It is standard practise in interactive design, to include different states
for each interaction with a button or a link. Buttons and links all have a
De-fault State and a Hover (Mouseover) State. Text links also have a
Visited state, however buttons will not.
All applicable states are described alongside each button or link style.
Buttons will sometimes take the user to another page of the site. Howev
- er, buttons used in forms or process function as a method of
submitting data and moving forward (or backward) in the process and
may not give the appearance of taking the user to a new page.

Types of Buttons
As shown on the right, buttons have two distinct visual styles:
Main Action
Default state is black with white text (first example).
This style is used for the main action in a banner or in a form.
Also used to begin a process (ex.: “Start Survey”).
This style should always be used to draw the viewer’s attention to a
desir-able action.

Default State

Hover State

Segoe Regular Uppercase
14 pt #FFFFFF
left-aligned

Segoe Regular Uppercase
14 pt #FFFFFF
left-aligned

Icon (Red): 12 x 12 px
right-aligned

Icon (Black): 12 x 12 px
right-aligned

Background
Width is variable,
based on text length.

Background
Width is variable,
based on text length.

Size: 133 x 22 px
Colour: #000000
Opacity: 100%

Size: 133 x 22 px
Colour: #D7463F
Opacity: 100%

Padding (px):
4/19/4/9

Padding (px):
4/19/4/9

Default State

Hover State

Segoe Regular Uppercase
14 pt #000000
centered

Segoe Regular Uppercase
14 pt #FFFFFF
centered

Background
Width is variable,
based on text length.

Background
Width is variable,
based on text length.

Size: 85 x 22 px
Colour: #FFFFFF
Opacity: 100%
Border: 1 px #000000

Size: 85 x 22 px
Colour: #CDCBBC
Opacity: 100%

Padding (px):
4/10

Padding (px):
4/10

Decline Action
Default state is white with black border and text (second example). This
style is used in forms or processes, to abandon the process or stop an
activity.
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Buttons - Continued
Search Button
A separate style is used for the Search button on the Search Page. This is
done intentionally, in order to draw more attention to the search functionality, which is the main functionality of the page.

Search Button
95 x 43 px
2 px rounded corners
Border: 1 px #929292
Background Gradient: #A0A0A0 to #1D1D1D

Text: Segoe Bold Uppercase 18 pt #FFFFFF

Call-to-Action
Although not specifically styled as a button, this combination of link text
and a graphic (the arrow icon) de facto acts as a button. Calls-to-Action
should be used for Secondary Actions or when a group of actions are determined to be of equal importance.
In most cases, the Call-to-Action button will take the user to another
page of the site.
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Call-to-Action
text: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
visited: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
link hover: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt underline
Icon (Red): 12 x 12 px
10 px away from text
Background Colour: #FFFFFF
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Photography {Recommended}
The main portal (www.gov.mt) uses three main types of photography.
Textural photos, which appear as the main image on the top of every
page, as part of the background image (photo mosaic and full photo)
and as a secondary image on the Welcome Page, content-driven photos, which appear in the body of the page or are part of a photo
library, and advertisement photography, which is contained within any
banner ads placed on the pages. It is therefore recommended to use
the below guidelines in your site.
Textural Photography
These images define the overall theme and brand identity for the
site. The photography on the site must support the main brand
attributes, such as warmth.
There are 3 different types of textural images:
• Main Banner - in top strip, immediately below main navigation
• Secondary Image - resides on the Welcome Page, as a
background between columns two and three
• Background Image - page background, seen in the left and right
mar-gin of each page. Extends under the page content as well.
See specific examples found in Appendix B of this document.
Content-driven Photography
This type of imagery appears in the body of the page and should
relate directly to its subject, whether it is a news article, government
services, general information, or any other offering.

Photography in Advertisements
These images are typically chosen to support the particular message of
an advert, however, they should still fit within the overall look and feel of
the site. At times, certain ad campaigns will require the imagery to be
dramatically different than the rest of the page, in order to draw more
attention to itself. This is an allowed use case and should be treated as
an exception to the rule, rather than then the norm.
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Documentary style photography will help reinforce the key attributes of the brand:
• Images people can relate to - people working, at public events, living their daily lives.
• The photography gives a sense of community and community involvement.
• Scenic photography, although important, should be secondary.

Qualities to seek in photography:
Warm, Friendly, Kind
Trustworthy, Compassionate
Community / Community Involvement
Colourful, Cheerful, Emotive
Politically Unbiased
Humble
Expressive
Hardworking
Intelligent

Qualities to avoid in photography:
Shots of people that don’t show an activity
Lack of a setting / location
Locations that are not actually in Malta (unless the topic is in fact about a foreign location)
Promotional style shots, such as the ones found in tourism brochures
Generalizations and Stereotyping of Lifestyles or Activities
Commercial, posed portraits of people
Portraits of people looking directly at the camera
Depictions of specific politicians or political parties
Generic concepts (rather than meaningful representations)
Negative Imagery

Photography Sizes
Refer to the appropriate dimensions in the Multimedia Content Sizing Section (page 22).
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Photography Composition {Recommended}
The composition of a photograph describes the aesthetic arrangement
of subjects within the frame. Particular attention should be paid to
Banner images, which also contain a Headline and a call-to-action, such
as the Welcome Page.
Choose photographs that place the main subject in the right third of
the image, leaving adequate space for the headline and call-to-action
text residing in the left third of the image. This arrangement ensures
that the viewer will be able to clearly see and read the headline, as well
as easily identify the main subject in the photograph.
In some cases, cropping and resizing a photograph, to adhere to the
above recommendations, will dramatically improve its aesthetics,
com-pared to a centered image, with little space for text.
Always aim to produce and/or use photographic compositions that suggest movement, depth, life, and form, recreating the feeling and mood
of the original scene.
In the examples shown here, the subject of the photograph is placed at
the intersection of the grid lines, formed by applying the rule of thirds.
The subject is also predominantly placed in the right-hand side of the
frame, allowing space for the headline and call-to-action on the right.

Note that the subject of the photograph does not need to be a single
item, as demonstrated in the second example, but rather, it can be
com-posed of a grouping of objects, creating visual focus in much the
same way as it would with a single item.

Alternate Composition
In some special cases, promotional banners, such as the event banner
shown here, might break the arrangement rules, in order to stand
apart from the rest of the banners in rotation.
Because these banners will typically remain in rotation for a limited
amount of time, this is an acceptable approach. In addition, these
promo-tional banners are intended to represent a separate brand, not
related to the gov.mt brand itself.
In the example shown here, the focus of the photograph is shifted to the
lower left instead, placing the text on the right side of the banner space.

gov.mt - style guide
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Photography Composition in Alternate Banners {Recommended}
In some cases, the main banner area could be shared by a number of
images, forming a two or three column space. The general rules outlined
previously in this document should still be applied to each one of the
im-ages as much as possible.

gov.mt - style guide
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Advertisements {Optional}
Advertisements throughout the site also adhere to the styles assigned
to text items, such as headlines, calls to action and body text.
Refer to this section for rules regarding the creation of advertisement
graphics, as those are not controlled directly by the site’s style sheets
and code.

Right Column Ads
In the case of a Three Column Page Layout, advertisements will be placed in the Right Column of the page, as described below. These ads will have a fixed width of 196 px. Height can vary to some degree, depending on the
number of ads placed in the column or the space required by the ad itself.
Variations of these ads can include and image or strictly text, however, text styles must be strictly followed, as
de-scribed here.

Welcome Page Ads
Ads on the Welcome Page always use an exact size of 282 x 107 px.
These ads are referred to as Secondary Ads throughout this
document. Variations of these ads can include and image or strictly
text, however, text styles must be strictly followed, as described here.

Secondary Ad
282 x 107 px

Secondary Ad Variation
282 x 107 px

Right Column Ad
196 x 247 px

Right Column Ad Variation
196 x 238 px

Headline:
Segoe Regular 18 pt #000000

Link:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Headline:
Segoe Medium 16 pt #000000

Headline:
Segoe UI Bold 16 pt #000000

Call-to-Action Icon:
12 x 12 px

Link:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Text:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #292929

Call-to-Action Icon:
12 x 12 px

Border:
1 px # E1E1E1

Call-to-Action Icon:
12 x 12 px

Link:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Border:
1 px # E1E1E1

Padding: 14 px

Border:
2 px # E1E1E1

Call-to-Action Icon:
12 x 12 px

Padding: 14 px

Border:
2 px # E1E1E1

Link:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Padding: 14 px
Advertisement Image
can be of variable size but must fit in 282
x 107 banner; variable alignment is
allowed; do not tile or repeat
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Advertisement Image
In this case, the image of the mygov.mt
logo is placed at the top, left aligned.

Advertisement Image
can be of variable size; in this example,
100 x 100 px image is used; centre aligned;
do not tile or repeat

Advertisement Image
79 x 79 px
left-aligned
Padding: 14 px

Padding: 14 px
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Background Image {Recommended}
The pattern extends under the
search bar and into the page
header.

The background image is a cohesive brand component of the site. It is
used to provide additional visual richness and variety to the pages.
There are two types of background image styles to choose from: solid
colour pattern and a mosaic photo pattern. While leveraging the colours
from the selected colour palette and brand photography, the image is still
flexible and offers some room for variations, both in respect to the photography and patterns used. However, note that the shapes used to create
the pattern remain relatively constant and must be based on the symbol
contained in the logo.
Image Size and Placement
The size of the background image is 1600 x 1247 px. Although typically
the image is only seen in the header and in the left and right margins of
each page, it actually extends under the page content as well.
Creating the image:
Both the solid colour pattern and the photo mosaic are based on an repeating pattern, created by multiple placements of the logo symbol. The
composition is a mesh-like pattern, which is partially rendered on the
page - the pattern should always use lots of white space around clusters
of repeating shapes. In the case of photo mosaic, this also gives more
focus to the photograph contained within the pattern.

left
margin

right
margin

A white gradient must be used towards the top of any type of background image, allowing the background to gradually fade to white.
See specific examples in Appendix C of this document.

Background Image
1600 x 1247 px
centered, top-aligned
do not tile or repeat

gov.mt - style guide
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Multimedia Content {Recommended}
Gov.mt is designed in a manner that allows various types of multimedia assets to
be placed in the pages.
The multimedia content includes, but is not limited to:
Images
Photography
Videos - embedded clips
Quicktime, Windows Media files
Flash Banners
Maps
There are multiple ways in which media can be presented:
Photos, videos / audio clips, and other video files will can be embedded within the site
pages. These are meida items are generally viewed in two sizes, the size on the actual
webpage and a larger version of the file in a popup window.

Multimedia Content Sizing
Images
• Main Banner: 1000 x 340 px
• Secondary Image: 417 x 388 px
• Background Image: 1600 x 1247 px
• Content Images:
»» 333 x 209 px
»» 669 x 209 px
»» 325 x 218 px

Videos
Videos embedded in the page with the following sizes:
• Youtube: 500 x 378 px
• Vimeo: 500 x 281 px

Image Caption
height: 95 px
width: variable

Content Image size depending on
the recommended sizes mentioned.

Close Button
95 x 40 px

Must not overlap Close
Button!
gov.mt - style guide
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Page Components
The structure of any page within your site can be broken down into
small-er segments, referred to as page components.
There are both global and local component sets. Global components
appear on every page of the site with very few exceptions. Local
compo-nents are specific to certain pages, sections, or processes.

This section covers the following components of gov.mt:

Top Toolbar
Branding Header
Main Navigation

Global Components

Search Bar

Top Toolbar
Branding Header
Main Navigation
Dropdown Menus
Search Bar
Subnavigation
Sidebar
Footer

Search Dropdown

Local Components
Graphic Headers
Secondary Navigation
Informational Boxes
Search Summaries
Sidebar (Search Results)
Polls
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Dropdown Menus
Logged in Dropdown
Footer
Sidebar (Standard and Search Results)
Poll
Graphic Headers
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Global Components - Header {Mandatory}

Top Toolbar
Size: Top Toolbar extends to 100% of the width of the browser
Background Gradient: from #5A5959 to # 282828 (location: 20%)
Font: Segoe UI Bold and Regular 12 pt #FFFFFF centered (vert and horiz)
Links: Segoe UI Regular 12 pt #0087B9

Top Toolbar, Branding Header, Main Navigation and Search Bar
Note that the Top Toolbar extends to the full width of the browser,
while the rest of the Header Elements remain locked at 1000 px width.
Refer to Page Templates later in this document for visual examples.

Language: If the site is only in 1 language, the “Language” item still needs to be displayed (showing only the language which the site is written in). {Mandatory}
Accessibility: This functionality needs to be always available {Mandatory}
Sign Up / Login : Depending if the site offers additional functionality through
authenti-cation, the “Sign Up” and “Login” items are to be displayed. {Optional}
100%
1
642

160

1
66

66

64

2
5
2
5

Logo

Logo

Logo or Wordmark

(Width Varies) x 60 px

2
5

Padding:
10 px left
10 px top
10 px bottom

Wordmark

135
8
0

3
0
200

258
1

176
1

192
1

170
1

1000

Navigation
1000 x 30 px
Background: # 403F3F
Selected Item: #2591B9
Font: Segoe Bold Uppercase 14 pt #FFFFFF
Font Tracking: +20 pt
centered (vert and horiz)

Minimum spacing of 20 px before and
after each Item Name

Search Bar
352 x 30 px
2 px rounded corners
Border: 1 px #929292
Background Colour: #FFFFFF
Text: Segoe UI Regular 16 pt #555354

Search Button
46 x 30 px
2 px rounded corners
(on right only)
Border: 1 px #929292
Background Gradient:
from #A6A6A6 to #0F0F0F
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Global Components - Header (Logged In) and Search Dropdown {Mandatory}
This is a variation of the standard Top Toolbar, which includes the User Name, instead of the Log In and Sign Up links. The space on the left side of the Top Toolbar is flexible, to accommodate longer (or shorter) user names. Exact pixel length
is shown here as an example only.

Top Toolbar

Note that the Top Toolbar extends to the full width of the browser, while the rest
of the Header Elements remain locked at 1000 px width. Refer to Page Templates
later in this document for visual examples.
The Header (Logged In) is only applicable if the site uses authentication,

Size: Top Toolbar extends to 100% of the width of the browser
Background Gradient: from #5A5959 to # 282828 (location: 20%)
Font: Segoe UI Bold and Regular 12 pt #FFFFFF centered (vert and horiz)
Links: Segoe UI Regular 12 pt #0087B9

else this is not required.

User Name: Segoe UI Bold 12 pt #E93425

100%
1
612 (flexible)

160

1
66

160

Search Dropdown
Button 15 x 30 px
2 px rounded corners
(on right only)
Border: 1 px #929292
Background Gradient:
from #EA917D to #672111
Dropdown Menu
130 x 60 px
height can vary, depending on the number of items
contained
Padding: 14 px
Border: inside; 2 px #BFBFBF
Drop Shadow:
Multiply #000000 28% 120°
Distance: 5 px Size: 5 px
Text:
Segoe UI Regular 12 pt
#000000
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Global Components - Extended Header {Mandatory}
Public Service websites have 2 options with respect to the Navigation Header. The 2 options are:

Option 1 - Partial Header:
In this option an extra item is added at the start of the Navigation bar. This means that all the information pertaining the site, will be available through
this extra item. The rest of the naviagation items will lead to information found on the GOV.MT. The item addition changes the width of each navigation
item proportionally, allowing the navigation to still fit within the 1000 px constraint. Each item is vertically centered within its column, and a 1 px vertical
white line separates each column.
A minimum spacing of 20 px before and after each Item Name will need to be maintained, thus a restriction on the maximum number of characters
in the navigation must be put in place. Since the 5 main navigation items will be retained, the character length restriction applies only to the Additional
Item - in the example below, “Name of Entity”
Maximum Number of Characters, including spaces, in Entity Item (English) = 22
For reference, using the navigation names shown in the graphic below, the
total number of characters, in English, in the whole navigation is 84.
Specific character counts are shown below.

Maximum Number of Characters: 22
In English, including spaces between words
Font: Segoe Bold Uppercase 14 pt
Font Tracking: +20 pt

Total Number of Characters: 84
In English, including spaces between words
Font: Segoe Bold Uppercase 14 pt
Font Tracking: +20 pt

14

22

11

11

11

Naming Recommendation
For ministries with names exceeding the 21 character limit, a suggestion is made to consider removing the words “Ministry of” from the name, or to use
an acronym, wherever possible. In most cases, the Ministry Logo placed on the page will have the name of the ministry written out in full, thus helping to
retain the ministry branding in tact, while making the navigation more usable.
For example:
“Malta Environment & Planning Authority” becomes “Environment & Planning” (22 characters) or “MEPA” (only 4 characters)
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Global Components - Extended Header {Mandatory}
Option 2 - Full Header:
In this option the full Navigation Bar is used and the information may be spread across the menu items. There are no specific
conditions to what menu items are to be placed, however it suggested that each menu item has a reasonable number of dropdown items and information. The menu item will still need to adhere to the 1000 px constraint and the width of each menu
item will need to be proportionally calculated, depending on the names of the menu items. Each item is vertically centered
within its column, and a 1 px vertical white line separates each column.
A minimum spacing of 20 px before and after each Item Name will need to be maintained thus a restriction on the
maximum number of characters in the navigation must be put in place.
Maximum Number of Characters, including spaces, for the whole header = 91

Specific character counts are shown below.

Total Number of Characters: 70
In English, including spaces between words
Font: Segoe Bold Uppercase 14 pt
Font Tracking: +20 pt

15
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Global Components - Dropdown Menus {Mandatory}

On Hover:
Third Level

Link:
Segoe UI Bold Underlined
12 px #18407F

191 x 181 px
height can vary, depending on the
number of links contained

Background:
253 x 25 px
#D3E9F1

Padding: 20 px
Border: inside; 2 px #BFBFBF

Main Dropdown

34
px

258 x 510 px
height can vary, depending on the
number of links contained

Drop Shadow:
Multiply #000000 28% 120°
Distance: 5 px Size: 5 px
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 12 px #686868

Padding: 20 px
Border: inside; 2 px #BFBFBF

Second Level

Drop Shadow:
Multiply #000000 28% 120°
Distance: 5 px Size: 5 px

439 x 337 px
height can vary, depending on the
number of links contained

Links:
Segoe UI Regular 12 px #686868

Padding: 20 px
Border: inside; 2 px #BFBFBF
Drop Shadow:
Multiply #000000 28% 120°
Distance: 5 px Size: 5 px
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 12 px #686868
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Global Components - Log In Panel {Mandatory}
The Log In interface appears when the user clicks on the Log In button at the top
right corner of the page. This panel will also appear if the user has to Log In to
make a comment on an article, for example, although its positioning maybe be
lower on the page, next to the Commenting Text Input.
This is optional depending if the site will have authentication functionality.
Log In Panel
Size: 286 x 172
Padding: 20 px
Border: inside; 2 px #BFBFBF
Drop Shadow:
Multiply #000000 28% 120°
Distance: 5 px Size: 5 px

Text Input
Size: 246 x 30 px
Border: inside; 1 px #898A89
Text: Segoe UI Regular 12 px #686868

10

40
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Text Link

Log In Button

Segoe UI Regular 12 px
#686868

Size: 70 x 22
Background: #D7463F
Padding (px): 4 / 10
Text: Segoe Regular Uppercase
14 pt #FFFFFF
centered
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Global Components - Footer {Mandatory}
The footer provides navigation to primary and secondary areas of the site, and appears as the last element at the bottom of every page. All main sections of the navigation are repeated here, including
some of the key sub-sections within each item.
The following items MUST also be placed in the footer:
1. GOV.MT logo - this needs to point to the homepage of the GOV.MT (www.gov.mt)
2. Copyright Information - there needs to be the copyright character, followed by the name of the Entity and the current year.
3. Terms of Use - this refers to the terms of use of the site, such as privacy policiy, use of website, prohibited use, IPR, etc..
4. Contact Us - this needs to point to the Contact page of the respective entity
5. Accessibility Logo - every Government website needs to adhere to the minimum requirements of the W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines. As such the logo must always be visible in the footer.
There are also some sections in the Footer (as per below) which are optional. These include the entity logos, sitemap, FAQ’s and help.
Copyright Info
Segoe UI Regular 12 pt #000000
Padding: 7 px from logo

Logo
71 x 30 px
left-aligned

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour
#DEDEDE

Links
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #464646
Blank Space 960 x 30 px
Headings
Segoe UI Bold
14 pt #000000

Text Columns
192 x 103 px

Logo Region
960 x 45 px

Padding
Top/Bottom: 10 px
Left/Right: 20 px

Blank Space 960 x 50 px

Links
Arial Regular
12 pt #5D5D5D

Images
Logo W3C: 88 x 43
px left aligned
Logo 2: XX x 43
px centered
Logo 3: XX x 43
px right-aligned
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Global Components - Sidebar {Recommended}
The Sidebar is to be displayed on Secondary Level pages and Low-er.
It is NOT present on the Welcome Page or the Search Page. The
primary function of the Sidebar is to provide navigation to other
areas of the site, in particular, to related content to the topic
discussed on the current page.
Other related resources and contact information are also be listed here, in
a consistent manner, as described in the specifications on this page.

Contact Information always uses the same formatting, ensuing consistent placement of the contact info, as well as the images
associated with it - Logo, Contact Card Icon, Telephone/Fax Number,
E-mail Ad-dress and Map Thumbnail.
Contact Information needs to be displayed as followed:
Contact Name: Name of Entity followed by address
Telephone Number: Format as follows XXXX XXXX
Email: Hyperlinked email address
Website: Hyperlinked website
Longer text (in links and contact info) will wrap to the next line down,
in order to retain the pixel spacing between elements, as described
in the specifications here.
Specific to the Logo, the image width cannot exceed 200 px.
Height is set at 59 px.
The Sidebar is not mandatory, however it is highly recommended,
as it provides easier navigation and further information and contact details related to the specific content of the page.

Text
Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000

Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length

Sub-heads
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000

Padding (px): 20

Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 px #0087B9
Divider
5 x 56 px
#000000
Logo
105 x 59 px

Icon
20 x 17 px

Icon
19 x 17 px
Icon
19 x 14 px

26
px

Background:
#DEDEDE

38
px
38
px

20
px

26
px

26
px

Map Thumbnail
74 x 74 px
Border:
3 px
#5B5B5B

26
px

The Sidebar will always
extend to the Footer at the
bottom of the page, regardless of the length of the
page.
It is good practice to leave
some blank space, of at
least 50 px at the end of the
content area, allowing the
Sidebar to sit far enough
from the top of the Footer.
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Local Components - Sidebar for Search Results {Recommended}
A variation of the standard Sidebar, simplified, to only include text for
a number of filtering/refining options.
Longer text should wrap to the next line down, in order to retain the pixel
spacing between elements, as described in the specifications here.

20
px

30
px

Text
Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000
Selected:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #292929

Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Background:
#DEDEDE

30
px

Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 px #0087B9
30
px

30
px

30
px

The Sidebar will always
extend to the Footer at the
bottom of the page, regardless of the length of the
page.
It is good practice to leave
some blank space, of at
least 50 px at the end of the
content area, allowing the
Sidebar to sit far enough
from the top of the Footer.
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Local Components - Poll {Optional}
If a Poll is going to be used in the site, the following guidelines may be used.
The Poll Question State is described in the left image below, whilst the poll question is transformed in the current statistics of the poll once
the answer is submitted (see right image below). The transition is applied in order to calculate the results and present them to the viewer.

Poll Question
196 x 279 px

Poll Results
196 x 423 px

Headline
Segoe Bold Uppercase 14 pt #000000

Headline
Segoe Bold Uppercase 14 pt #000000

Question
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt # 686868

Question
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt # 686868

Answers
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt # 686868

Answers
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt # 686868

Border
2 px # E1E1E1

Results Bars
Size: 135 x 22 px
Percent Answered: # 0088B4
Total: # BDBDBD
Padding: 14 px above / 20 px below

Padding
Left/Right: 14 px
Top/Bottom: 20 px
Button
Size: 85 x 22 px
Text: Segoe Regular 15 pt #FFFFFF
Icon: 12 x 12 px
Background: #000000

Percentage Text
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt # 686868
Link
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9
Border
2 px # E1E1E1
Padding
Left/Right: 14 px
Top/Bottom: 20 px
Underline
185 x 1 px # 989898
centered
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Local Components - Graphic Headers {Recommended}
All homepage banners described in the following pages are a recommended guideline and may be adapted according the entity requirements.
The photography in the Welcome Page Graphic Header defines the overall theme and brand identity for the site. This space is frequently used to promote specific content within the site, as well
as serves as promotional space for events and other offerings. The space can be used as a whole or subdivided into smaller segments, as described in the following pages.

Full Banner

Red Accent
Size: 6 x 64 px
Colour: #D7463F
Padding (px):
5 left / 7 top /
7 bottom / 12 right

Headline
Segoe Regular 20 pt #FFFFFF
left-aligned

Padding
16 px top
12 px left

Background
Size: 312 x 78 px
Colour: #000000
Opacity: 60%

11 pixels between the headline
and the call-to-action button.

Main Banner - Full
1000 x 340 px
Photography
Choose a photo that has ample
negative space on the left, as described previously in this
document.

Call-to-Action
Segoe Regular
14 pt #FFFFFF
Icon: 12 x 12 px
Background
Size: 114 x 22 px
Colour: #000000
Opacity: 100%

Pagination
Size: 1000 x 31 px
Padding: 20 px bottom

Current Slide
Size: 28 x 31 px
Background: #FFFFFF
Padding (px): 6 / 10
Font: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #D7463F
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Slide Numbers
Size: 28 x 31 px
Background: #000000
Padding (px): 6 / 10
Font: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #FFFFFF
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Local Components - Graphic Headers {Recommended}
Two Column Banner

Red Accent
Size: 6 x 64 px
Colour: #D7463F
Padding (px):
5 left / 7 top /
7 bottom / 12 right

Headline
Segoe Regular 20 pt
#FFFFFF left-aligned

Padding
16 px top
12 px left

Background
Size: 312 x 78 px
Colour: #000000
Opacity: 60%

11 pixels between the headline
and the call-to-action button.

Main Banner
802 x 340 px
Photography
Choose a photo that has ample
negative space on the left, as
de-scribed previously in this
document.

Photo
198 x 180 px

Call-to-Action
Segoe Regular
14 pt #FFFFFF
Icon: 12 x 12 px
Colour Overlay
Size: 198 x 18 px
Colour: #E5A824
Opacity: 50%

Background
Size: 114 x 22 px
Colour: #000000
Opacity: 100%

Text Style
Headline:
Segoe Regular
18 pt #FFFFFF

Pagination Size: 802 x
31 px Padding: 20 px
bottom

Body
Segoe UI Regular
11 pt #000000
Current Slide
Size: 28 x 31 px
Background: #FFFFFF
Padding (px): 6 / 10
Font: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #D7463F
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Slide Numbers
Size: 28 x 31 px
Background: #000000
Padding (px): 6 / 10
Font: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #FFFFFF

Text Box
Size: 198 x 160 px
Background: #E5A824
Padding (px): 26 / 20

Link:
Segoe UI Regular
Underlined 11 pt
#000000
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Local Components - Graphic Headers {Recommended}
Three Column Banner
For reoccurring styles, such as the Headline and Call-to-Action on
the Main Banner, refer to the previous pages.
Main Banner
604 x 340 px
Photography
Choose a photo that has ample
negative space on the left, as described previously in this
document.

Photo
198 x 180 px

Photo
198 x 180 px

Colour Overlay
Size: 198 x 18 px
Colour: #E5A824
Opacity: 50%

Colour Overlay
Size: 198 x 18 px
Colour: #0087B9
Opacity: 50%

Text Style
Headline:
Segoe Regular
18 pt #FFFFFF

Pagination Size: 604 x
31 px Padding: 20 px
bottom

Body
Segoe UI Regular
11 pt #000000
Current Slide
Size: 28 x 31 px
Background: #FFFFFF
Padding (px): 6 / 10
Font: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #D7463F
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Slide Numbers
Size: 28 x 31 px
Background: #000000
Padding (px): 6 / 10
Font: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #FFFFFF

Text Box
Size: 198 x 160 px
Background: #0087B9
Padding (px): 26 / 20

Text Box
Size: 198 x 160 px
Background: #E5A824
Padding (px): 26 / 20

Link:
Segoe UI Regular
Underlined 11 pt
#000000
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Local Components - Graphic Headers {Recommended}
Four Column Banner
For reoccurring styles, such as the Headline, Call-to-Action on the
Main Banner, and Slide Numbers, refer to the previous pages.
Main Banner
406 x 340 px
Photography
Choose a photo that has ample
negative space on the left, as described previously in this
document.

Photo
198 x 180 px

Photo
198 x 180 px

Photo
198 x 180 px

Colour Overlay
Size: 198 x 18 px
Colour: #E5A824
Opacity: 50%

Colour Overlay
Size: 198 x 18 px
Colour: #9AAC4B
Opacity: 50%

Text Style
Headline:
Segoe Regular
18 pt #FFFFFF

Pagination Size: 406 x
31 px Padding: 20 px
bottom

Body
Segoe UI Regular
11 pt #000000
Text Box
Size: 198 x 160 px
Background: #9AAC4B
Padding (px): 26 / 20
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Text Box
Size: 198 x 160 px
Background: #0087B9
Padding (px): 26 / 20

Text Box
Size: 198 x 160 px
Background: #E5A824
Padding (px): 26 / 20

Link:
Segoe UI Regular
Underlined 11 pt
#000000
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Local Components - Graphic Headers {Recommended}
Two Rows Banner
For reoccurring styles, such as the Headline and Call-to-Action on
the Main Banner, refer to the previous pages.
Main Banner
604 x 340 px
Photography
Choose a photo that has ample
negative space on the left, as described previously in this
document.

Photo
198 x 170 px

Colour Overlay
Size: 18 x 170 px
Colour: #0087B9
Opacity: 50%

Text Box
Size: 198 x 170 px
Background: #0087B9
Padding (px): 26 / 20

Text Style
Headline:
Segoe Regular
18 pt #FFFFFF
Body
Segoe UI Regular
11 pt #000000
Link:
Segoe UI Regular
Underlined 11 pt
#000000

Pagination Size: 604 x
31 px Padding: 20 px
bottom

Current Slide
Size: 28 x 31 px
Background: #FFFFFF
Padding (px): 6 / 10
Font: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #D7463F
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Slide Numbers
Size: 28 x 31 px
Background: #000000
Padding (px): 6 / 10
Font: Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #FFFFFF

Photo
198 x 170 px

Colour Overlay
Size: 18 x 170 px
Colour: #E5A824
Opacity: 50%

Text Box
Size: 198 x 170 px
Background: #E5A824
Padding (px): 26 / 20
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Model ‘B’
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Model ‘B’
Model ‘B’ is the minimum implementation for sites of the Public Sector and campaign websites. These type of sites need to implement Model ‘B’, but
may however also choose to adopt Model ‘A’.
The minimum requirements for Model ‘B’ are 2 Global Components. Global components appear on every page of the site with very few exceptions.

Global Components
Top Toolbar
Footer
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Global Component - Header {Mandatory}
Top Toolbar - this is generally placed above the logo and navigation menu of the
site. It is one of the two requirements which are mandatory in Model ‘B’.
Note that the Top Toolbar extends to the full width of the browser.

100%
1
642

160

1
66

66

64
25

Top Toolbar
Size: Top Toolbar extends to 100% of the width of the browser
Background Gradient: from #5A5959 to # 282828 (location: 20%)
Font: Segoe UI Bold and Regular 12 pt #FFFFFF centered (vert and horiz)
Links: Segoe UI Regular 12 pt #0087B9
Language: If the site is only in 1 language, the “Language” item still needs to be displayed (showing only the language which the site is written in). {Mandatory}
Accessibility: This functionality needs to be always available {Mandatory}
Sign Up / Login: Depending if the site offers additional functionality through authentication, the “Sign Up” and “Login” items are to be displayed. {Optional}
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Global Components - Footer {Mandatory}
The footer items which are mandatory in Model ‘B’ are:
1.
2.

GOV.MT logo - this needs to hyperlink to the GOV.MT (www.gov.mt) homepage and must be according to the dimensions described below. The logo must also be greyscale with a transparent or
white background.
Copyright Information - there needs to be the copyright character, followed by the name of the Entity and the current year.

Copyright Info
Segoe UI Regular 12 pt #000000
Padding: 7 px from logo

Logo
71 x 30 px
left-aligned
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Appendix A
Page Templates
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Page Templates
The following are examples of page templates which are found on the GOV.MT site. These examples are a highly
recommended approach for structuring and displaying your content in a consistent manner. It is very important to
keep this consistency throughout the site to ensure a seamless and friendly user experience.

Title

Description

Welcome Page

Default welcome page layout that balances informational content and government services links

eGov Article

Level 2 Gateway; content focused; often has a third level navigation links; photos and / or videos can be included in the content area

eGov Article - Forum

Same as eGov Article, but includes full commenting and replies interface

Lowerpage Three Columns

An alternate option for an eGov Article, introducing a right-side column for more promotional type of content

Combo Page

Presents an overview of a specific topic or grouping of topics; provides links to further information and services

News Articles

Index of latest news and articles; the page contains a brief introduction and a list of articles titles, hyperlinked to the corresponding eGov Articles

Press Releases

Index of latest press releases; the page contains a formatted list of press release titles, hyperlinked to the corresponding documents

Event Details

Based on the Article Template, this page gives full details about an Event; includes commenting functionality

Image Gallery

Provides examples of an image gallery and images in a lightbox

Ministry Branding

Shows an option for incorporating Ministries into the overall gov.mt brand web site

Survey Questions

A page listing questions and answers, based on a multiple choice response system; a progress bar is included as well

eForms Landing Page

The introductory page for all electronic forms; the page contains information and other resources related to the eForm

eForm

The actual electronic form branded as per style guide.

myBills Page

A myBills sample page, which allows users to pay and view payments related to Government.

Search Page

This page acts as a placeholder for an advanced search page; currently, it includes a search box and helpful search hints, but no additional functionality

Search Results

A listing of results matching the search query; filtering and sorting functionality is placed in the left-side column

Generic Listing Page

This is a formatted listing of items of any kind (article titles, hyperlinks to pages or documents, Etc.); it offers pagination, but no filtering or sorting functionality

FAQs

A question and answer type page, covering commonly asked questions; the common questions are indexed at the top of the page, followed by the answers

Contact Us

Contains an extensive form, which users will fill out to initiate a conversation with gov.mt representative

Subscriptions

A listing of items which an user has subscribed to, via the “Subscribe” buttons present throughout the site

Error

Generic error page; displays the condition causing the error to occur; provides contact information or helpful links, which may resolve the

Wiki

situation Informational page, presented in a similar manner as an online Wiki Community
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Welcome Page Overview
The default welcome page layout is unique
and should only be used for the top-level
page of the gov.mt website. It serves the
purpose to present the gov.mt brand with
maximum im-pact, as well as to direct visitors
to other pages of interest within the site.

The Welcome Page layout has the
following characteristics:
Branding Area
Main Banner Content
Lists of Links to Site Content
Secondary Advertisements
Footer Area

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px

List of Links
282 x 239 px
Padding (px):
20/10/35/15
Border:
1 px dotted #6C6C6C;
Heading:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
18 pt #0087B9
Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #686868

Main Banner Content
1000 x 340 px
Headline:
Segoe Regular 20 pt #FFFFFF
Call-to-Action:
Segoe Regular 14 pt #FFFFFF
The text position will be consistent and should be 16 px from
the top edge of the photo and 12
px from the left. There should be
11 pixels between the headline
and the call-to-action button.
Photography:
Choose a photo that has ample
negative space on the left, as described previously in this
document.

Secondary Ad
282 x 107 px
Headline:
Segoe Regular
18 pt #000000
Link:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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eGov Article Overview
The eGov Article layout serves, for the most
part, as the basis of all content layouts within
the gov.mt website. The key elements to note
are the Header, Sidebar and Footer, which
form a “C” shape around the variable content
in the middle of the page.
The eGov Article layout has the
following characteristics:
Branding Area
Breadcrumbs Bar
Sidebar

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px
Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9
Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Main Content
Forum (Comments and Replies)
Footer Area

Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000
Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Main Content Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Sub-head (h6):
Segoe UI Regular 12 pt #686868
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
Photograph:
333 x 209 px left-aligned
maximum width: 707 px
Forum
width: 747
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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Comment Form
size: 707 x 153
padding: 20 / 30 / 20 / 60

eGov Article Overview - Forum
The eGov Article Page layout is used, as described previously. The guidelines shown
here are focusing specifically on the lower
part of the page, where the Forum
(Comments and Replies)

Label Text:
Segoe UI Regular 14
pt #292929
Text Input
size: 679 x 115
border: 1 px #989898

The Forum layout has the
following characteristics:

text: Segoe UI Regular

Comment Form

Line
707 x 1 px
#989898

User Comments
User Replies
Pagination

14 pt #949494
Button
Main Action Button
(see Button specs described
previously in this document)
right-aligned to Text Input;
10 px space above

Comment Counter
679 x 40 px
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #292929
Link:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9

User Replies
width: 700 px
height: variable, based on
com-ment length

User Comments
width: 679 px
height: variable, based on
com-ment length

Padding (px):
20 top / 30 bottom

Padding (px):
20 top / 30 bottom

Text Indent:
40 px left (add each time a Reply
to a Reply is posted)

User Names:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #292929

User Names:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #292929

Text:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #292929

Text:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #292929

Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9
Button
Main Action Button
(see Button specs described previously in this document)
top-aligned to Comment Text;
right-aligned to div edge
10 px space above
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Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9
Pagination
Current Page: Segoe UI Regular 14 px #0087B9
Page Links: Segoe UI Regular 14 px #0087B9

Button
Main Action Button
(see Button specs described previously in this document)
top-aligned to Comment Text;
right-aligned to div edge
10 px space above
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Lowerpage Three Columns Overview
The Lowerpage Three Columns layout serves
as an alternate option for an eGov Article,
introducing a right-side column for more
promotional type of content. It retains the
“C” shape around the variable content in the
middle and right-column of the page.
Use this layout whenever additional adverts,
widgets or other content is required to be
placed on the page.
The Lowerpage 3 Columns layout has
the following characteristics:
Branding Area
Breadcrumbs Bar

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px
Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9
Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877
Sidebar
width: 236 px
height: variable, based on
content length

Sidebar
Main Content

Padding (px): 20

Right Column

Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000

Forum (Comments and Replies)
Footer Area

Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE

Main Content Area
width: 548
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
Video:
500 x 300 px left-aligned
Right Column
width: 212
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20 (on top and right)

Forum
width: 548
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20

Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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Combo Page Overview
The Combo Page layout is used as a landing
page for a grouping of content, covering a
common topic. This page presents an
overview of the topic and provides links to
further infor-mation and services.
The Combo Page layout has the
following characteristics:

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px
Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9

Branding Area
Breadcrumbs Bar

Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Sidebar
Main Content
Two Columns Content

Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length

Area Footer Area

Padding (px): 20
Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000
Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Main Content Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
Photograph:
333 x 209 px left-aligned
maximum width: 707 px

Two Columns Content Area
width: 353
height: variable, based on content length
space: 20 px away from Sidebar and Main
Content
Headline (h3):
Segoe Bold 18 pt #1B1B1B

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000

Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9

Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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News Articles Overview
The News Articles Page layout contains an index of latest news and articles. There is a brief
introduction, followed by the list of articles
titles, hyperlinked to the corresponding article
pages.
The News Articles Page has the following
characteristics:
Branding Area
Breadcrumbs Bar

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px
Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9
Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Sidebar
Main Content

Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length

Footer Area

Padding (px): 20
Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000
Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Main Content Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Sub-head (h3):
Segoe Bold 18 pt #1B1B1B
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sansserif 14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9

Pagination
Current Page: Segoe UI Regular 14 px #0087B9
Page Links: Segoe UI Regular 14 px #0087B9

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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Press Releases Overview
The Press Releases Page layout contains an index of latest press releases and accompanying
photographs. The page contains a formatted
list of press release titles, hyperlinked to the
corresponding documents.

The Press Releases Page has the
following characteristics:
Branding Area
Breadcrumbs Bar
Sidebar

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px
Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9
Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Main Content
Footer Area

Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000
Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Main Content Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Sub-head (h2):
Segoe UI Bold 20 pt #1B1B1B
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9

Photograph
226 x 142 px
right-aligned

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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Event Details Overview
Based on the Article Template, this page
contains full details about an Event. It also
includes commenting functionality,
identical to that of an eGov Article.

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px

The Event Details Page layout
has the following characteristics:

Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px

Branding Area

Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9

Breadcrumbs Bar
Sidebar
Main Content

Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Forum (Comments and Replies)
Footer Area

Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000
Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Main Content Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
Photograph:
333 x 209 px left-aligned
maximum width: 707 px
Forum
width: 747
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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Image Gallery
Image Gallery on eGov Article

Lightbox (Large Size Photograph) with Previous / Next Navigation

As a future consideration, an Image Gallery design has
been created, to allow for multiple photographs to be
placed on the same page, within an interactive component.

When the user clicks on the Zoom Icon, the full size view of the image is displayed in a
Lightbox over the page. A lightbox associated with a gallery has the additional features
of scrolling left and right to the Previous or Next image, using the arrow buttons on the
left and right side respectively.

The Image Gallery includes the Image Preview, as well as a
Film Strip of the additional images, placed to the right side.
This film strip scrolls up and down, via the up and down
arrow buttons, letting the user see a preview of the rest of the
im-ages. If the user clicks on one of the Thumbnails, the
selected image will be displayed in the Preview space.

Thumbnail
46 x 46 px

Selected Image
Stroke: 2 px #FFFFFF

Scroll Button
50 x 10 px

Button
Size: 39 x 39 px
Arrow: #FFFFFF
Background:
#000000; 60%
opacity

Close Button
95 x 40 px
Image Caption
height: 95 px
width: variable
Must not overlap
Zoom Button!
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Photograph:
333 x 209 px
maximum width: 707 px

White Border
24 px all around

Image Caption
height: 95 px
width: variable

Full Size Image
variable size, depending on
original file available

Must not overlap
Close Button!

Must not exceed screen
resolution, including white
border!

Close Button
95 x 40 px
Page Overlay
#000000
40% opacity
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Ministry Branding Overview
This composite shows an option for incorporating Ministries into the overall gov.mt brand
web site. The layout is otherwise dictated by
the type of page template used, in this example, it’s the eGov Article layout.

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar

Ministry Branding only applies to the main
navigation and the placement of the logo in
the sidebar. The first item in the main navigation takes on the Ministry colour and it’s cor-

1000 x 32 px

responding items in the dropdown menu. The
Ministry logo is placed at the top of the sidebar.

12 px #0087B9

The rest of the page is unchanged, compared
to the standard layout templates.

12 pt #666877

Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular

Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular

Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000

Main Content Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Sub-head (h6):
Segoe UI Regular 12 pt #686868
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
Photograph:
333 x 209 px left-aligned
max width: 707 px

Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE

Forum
width: 747
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20

Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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Survey Questions Overview
The Survey Questions Page layout contains a
listing of questions and answers, based on a
multiple choice response system. Surveys of
more than 3 questions will always be presented as a series of pages, connected with Back
and Continue buttons. Typically, only a small
number of questions should be placed on one
page. A progress bar is included as well.
The Survey Questions Page has the
following characteristics:
Branding Area
Breadcrumbs Bar
Sidebar
Main Content
Progress Bar
Footer Area

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px

Main Content Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on content
length

Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px

Padding (px): 20

Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9

Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B

Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Question:
Segoe UI Bold 16 pt #292929
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929

Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px

Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000

Background Colour:
#DEDEDE

Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D

Text
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #898989

Progress Bar
Total: 194 x 25 px

% Answered
#9AAC4B

Border
1 px # 535353

% Remaining Colour
#5D5D5D

Text
Segoe Bold 16 pt #FFFFFF
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eForms Landing Page
The eForms Landing Page, serves as the introduction of a particular eForm. In the Landing
Page, information regarding the eForm is provided, particualarly with respect to legislation,
resources and other important information
related to the eForm. Every eForm is required
to have a Landing Page from which the form
is accessed.
The eForms Landing Page layout has the
fol-lowing characteristics:
Branding Area
Breadcrumbs Bar

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px
Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9
Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Main Content Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Sub-head (h6):
Segoe UI Regular 12 pt #686868
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sansserif 14 pt #292929

Main Content

Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based
on content length

Footer Area

Padding (px): 20

Button:
122 x 24 px

Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px

Sidebar

Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9

Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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eForm
The eForm page is the actual electronic form
branded as per GOV.MT style guide. The left
hand side of the eForm page dispalys the different sections of the form, whilst the right
hand side provides for help and as a save
func-tionality. The central part of the form is
the actual form.
The eForm Page layout has the following
char-acteristics:
Branding Area
Breadcrumbs Bar
Sidebar Form Menu
Main Form Area
Footer Area

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px
Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9
Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877
Sidebar Form Menu
Items width: 249 px
height: variable, based
on menu item length

Main Form Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h2):
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000
Sub-head (h6):
Segoe UI Regular 12 pt #686868
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sansserif 14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9

Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000
Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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myBills Pages
The myBills pages are consistently branded as
per GOV.MT style guide, where the user has
personal information displayed in the left hand
column, whilst payment information and services in the central part of the page.

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px

The myBills pages layout have the following

Active Link:

characteristics:

Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9

Branding Area

Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Breadcrumbs Bar
Sidebar
Main Content
Footer Area

Main Content Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h2):
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000
Sub-head (h6):
Segoe UI Regular 12 pt #686868

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px

Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929

Background Colour:
#DEDEDE

Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9

Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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Search Page Overview
The Search Page layout acts as a placeholder
for an advanced search page; currently, it includes a search box and helpful search hints,
but no additional functionality.

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px

The Search Page has the following

Breadcrumbs Bar

characteristics:

1000 x 32 px

Branding Area

Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular

Breadcrumbs Bar

12 px #0087B9

Main Content

Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular

Search Box

12 pt #666877

Main Content Area
width: 1000
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Text Block and Search Box: centered
Text Paragraph: left-aligned

Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B

Footer Area

Sub-head:
Segoe UI Bold 24 pt #292929
Sub-head 2:
Segoe UI Bold 16 pt #292929
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
Search Bar
453 x 43 px
2 px rounded corners

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px

Border: 1 px #929292

Background Colour:
#DEDEDE

Background Colour: #FFFFFF
Text: Segoe UI Regular 20 pt #292929

Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Search Button
95 x 43 px
2 px rounded corners

Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D

Border: 1 px #929292
Background Gradient: #A0A0A0 to #1D1D1D

Text: Segoe Bold 18 pt #FFFFFF
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Search Results Overview
The Search Results layout is a listing of
results matching the search query with
filtering and sorting functionality, placed in
the left-side column. Pagination is also
available on the page, allowing the user to
view multiple pages of results.
The Search Results has the
following characteristics:
Branding Area

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px
Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9
Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Breadcrumbs Bar
Main Content
Footer Area

Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000

Main Content Area
width: 1000
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h2):
Segoe UI Bold 20 pt #1B1B1B
Search Result Title:
Segoe UI Bold 20 pt #0087B9
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
Space between search results: 50 px

Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Pagination
Current Page: Segoe UI Regular 14 px #0087B9
Page Links: Segoe UI Regular 14 px #0087B9

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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Generic Listing Page Overview
The Generic Listing Page layout contains a
formatted listing of items of any kind (article
titles, hyperlinks to pages or documents, Etc.)
and offers pagination, but no filtering or
sort-ing functionality.
The Generic Listing Page has the
following characteristics:
Branding Area
Breadcrumbs Bar

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px
Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9
Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Sidebar
Main Content
Footer Area

Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000

Main Content Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Heading:
Segoe Bold Uppercase 14 pt #000000
Sub-head (h2):
Segoe UI Bold 20 pt #1B1B1B
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9

Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Pagination
Current Page: Segoe UI Regular 14 px #0087B9
Page Links: Segoe UI Regular 14 px #0087B9

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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FAQs Page Overview
The FAQs Page Layout is a question and answer type page, covering commonly asked
questions. The questions are indexed at the
top of the page, followed by the answers.
Each question is an anchor link to the
correspond-ing answer.
The FAQs Page has the
following characteristics:
Branding Area
Breadcrumbs Bar
Sidebar

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px
Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9
Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Main Content
Footer Area

Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000
Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Main Content Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Sub-head:
Segoe UI Bold 16 pt #292929
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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Contact Us Page Overview
The Contact Us Page Layout contains an extensive form, which users will fill out to initiate a
conversation with a gov.mt representative.

The Contact Us Page has the
following characteristics:
Branding Area
Breadcrumbs Bar
Sidebar
Main Content (The Form)

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px
Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9
Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Footer Area
Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000
Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Main Content Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
Buttons:
Main Action: 85 x 22 px
Decline Action: 85 x 22 px

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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Subscriptions Page Overview
The Subscription Page Layout contains a listing
of all items that an user has subscribed to, via
the “Subscribe” buttons present throughout the
site. It also provides the functionality to
Unsubscribe from a selected subscription.

The Subscription Page has the
following characteristics:

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px
Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9

Branding Area
Breadcrumbs Bar

Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Main Content
Footer Area

Main Content Area
width: 1000
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Sub-head (h2):
Segoe UI Bold 20 pt #1B1B1B
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px

Standard Button:
133 x 22

Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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Error Page Overview
The Error Page layout displays the condition causing an error to occur, if known, and
provides contact information or helpful
links, which may resolve the situation.

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px

The Error Page has the
following characteristics:

Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px

Branding Area

Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9

Breadcrumbs Bar
Main Content
Footer Area

Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Main Content Area
width: 1000
height: minimum 700 px
leave plenty of blank space
Padding (px): 20
Text Block: centered
Text Paragraph: left-aligned
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Headline (h2):
Segoe UI Bold 20 pt #1B1B1B
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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Wiki Page Overview
The Wiki Page Layout is an informational
page, presented in a similar manner as an
online Wiki Community.
The Wiki Page has the
following characteristics:
Branding Area
Breadcrumbs Bar
Sidebar
Main Content

Branding Area
1000 x 79 px
Breadcrumbs Bar
1000 x 32 px
Active Link:
Segoe UI Regular
12 px #0087B9
Current Page:
Segoe UI Regular
12 pt #666877

Footer Area
Sidebar
width: 249 px
height: variable, based on
content length
Padding (px): 20
Headings:
Segoe Bold Uppercase
14 pt #000000
Links:
Segoe UI Regular
14 px #0087B9

Main Content Area
width: 747
height: variable, based on content
length
Padding (px): 20
Headline (h1):
Segoe Regular 26 pt #1B1B1B
Sub-head:
Segoe UI Bold 16 pt #292929
Body Text:
Segoe UI Regular, Arial, sans-serif
14 pt #292929
Source Credit:
Segoe UI Italic, Arial Italic, sans-serif
italic 14 pt #292929
Links:
Segoe UI Regular 14 pt #0087B9
Photograph:
200 x 260 px

Footer Area
1000 x 278 px
Background Colour:
#DEDEDE
Headings:
Segoe UI Bold 14 pt #000000
Links:
Arial Regular 12 pt #5D5D5D
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Error Messaging

Log In Panel

In Login Panel

Size: 286 x 172
Padding: 20 px
Border: inside; 2 px #BFBFBF

Whenever user input is required or requested, certain rules for
validation will apply. The system will respond with an Error
Message, whenever an unexpected condition is encountered or
an input is not valid (both the format of the data and the
validation against an existing entry in the database).

Error Messages must be placed next to the input field
that produced the error, whenever possible.
In the case of Login Validation, a single error message is
deliv-ered, regardless of whether or not one of the inputs was
actu-ally correct. This is a limitation of the current system,
however, the text of the error message must comply with this
function-ality.

Drop Shadow:
Multiply #000000 28% 120°
Distance: 5 px Size: 5 px
Text Input
Size: 246 x 30 px
Border: inside; 1 px #898A89
Text: Segoe UI Regular 12 px #686868

10
Log In Button

Error Message
Segoe UI Regular 12 px # D7463F
2 lines; maximum 80 characters (incl.
spaces)

40

Text Link

Size: 70 x 22
Background: #D7463F
Padding (px): 4 / 10
Text: Segoe Regular Uppercase
14 pt #FFFFFF
centered

Segoe UI Regular 12 px
#686868

In Forms
Errors in web forms are very common. Either an omission of a
required field is made or the data entered is not in the
expect-ed format. For example, names cannot have numbers
in them and E-mail addresses must meet the standard format.

Error Message
Segoe UI Regular 12 px # D7463F
single line; maximum 30 characters
(incl. spaces)

In either case, the system will respond with an Error
Message. These messages must be placed next to the input
field that produced the error, whenever possible.
The text of the error message must be short and describe exactly the reason for the error.
A distinction must be made between “missing” and
“incorrect” data.
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Appendix B
Department Site Structure and Examples
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Introduction
The Departments presence can be part of the
main gov.mt portal or part of a Ministry site. The
following examples show screenshots as-suming
a departments website within the main gov.mt
portal. The main difference beteween this and
the Ministry website are the:

(1) gov.mt logo will be replaced by the
Ministry acronym followed by the gov.mt
(2) menu can be specific for the particular Ministry
Furthermore, a department website can include as many pages as necessary, without
increasing the sophistican of the website.

Department Welcome Page
The Department Welcome Page is the main
landing page for the Department, therefore
the Department URL will direct the user to this
page.
The Welcome Page will primarily have all the
essential navigation towards internal and external pages relevant to the Department.
This page can be entirely edited by the
Depart-ment.
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Department Information Page
The Department Information Page consists of
the main information related to the Department, i.e, an explanation of the
responsibilities of the Department and any
other information relevant to the Department.
All other pages of the Department may be inserted in the “You May Be Interesed In”
Section on the left hand side menu.
The Department Contact Information is
also placed on the left hand side.
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Department Mission Statement
The Department Mission Statement is high
level information / statement regarding the
goals and objectives of the Department. The
Mission Statement is not always available
with-in Departments, however it is highly
advisable that each Department has one.
All other pages of the Department may be inserted in the “You May Be Interesed In”
Section on the left hand side menu.
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Department Organisational Structure
The Department Organisational Structure
pro-vides information to the user on the
structure of the Department. This does not
necessarily have to be an organigram, and
can be dis-played as text.
All other pages of the Department may be inserted in the “You May Be Interesed In”
Section on the left hand side menu.
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Department Opening Hours
The Department Opening Hours provides information to the user on when the
Department is available to the public. It is
essential that up-to-date and all information is
presented to the user.
All other pages of the Department may be inserted in the “You May Be Interesed In”
Section on the left hand side menu.
The Department Contact Information is
also placed on the left hand side.
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Department Contact Us
The Department Contact Us provides a mechanism for users to send a message directly to
Department through the respective page.
The user may also use the Department Contact
Information, placed on the left hand side to
contact the Department.
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Department Quality Service Charter
The Department Quality Service Charter provides the user with information related to the
Service Charter governed by the Department.
All other pages of the Department may be inserted in the “You May Be Interesed In”
Section on the left hand side menu.
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Department FAQ’s
The Department FAQ’s should be present for
all Departments. Every department receives
numerous queries from users and these need
to be reflected in this page with appropriate
responses. This will help users to find answers
to their queries effectively, whilst reducing
the burden upon the Department.
All other pages of the Department may be inserted in the “You May Be Interesed In”
Section on the left hand side menu.
The Department Contact Information is
also placed on the left hand side.
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Appendix C
Photography Examples
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Photography Examples: Warm
Warm refers to comfort. It does not reference
heat per se, but friendly, the known, familiar.
Colours are earthy, and signify warmth (as shown in
the blues and greens chosen which contain hints of
orange tones).
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Photography Examples: Trustworthy
Trustworthy indicates secure, wise, balanced, informed.
Colours chosen reflect this by presenting not only an
element of cerebral (particularly green and blue
which are associated with intelligence) but tend
towards pastel, nonthreatening shades to convey a
feeling of safety.
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Photography Examples: Compassionate
Compassion is an interesting word because it is a
word that is between both Warmth and Trustworthy.
Colours used here are non threatening, secure
and comforting.
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Photography Examples: Colourful
Vibrant and all encompassing of color ranges.
Does not provide the level of sophistication
needed for a government and would be more
appropriate for a tourism website.
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Photography Examples: Friendly
Warm skin tones and sunny colors convey
friendliness. Lacks a bit of the range needed to
capture the Malta brand effectively.
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Photography Examples: Cheerful
The above imagery and colours are a reflection of the
qualities of positive and upbeat, and lively. Alone,
lacks a bit of the range needed to capture the Malta
brand effectively.
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Photography Examples: Emotive
A more sophisticated mood is conveyed using a
cooler palette overall and black and white imagery.
These colors trend towards modern and progressive.
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Photography Examples: Expressive
An “expressive” palette captures a potentially wide
range of emotions and moods leaning towards the
more artistic side of human nature. Though
creative, there is a nice restraint to the palette.
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Photography Examples: Hardworking
Restrained, mechanical, more industrial. Though
clean and clear, leaves a bit of the Warm and
Trustworthy behind as these colours lean towards the
corporate and monolithic.
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Photography Examples: Intelligent
We interpreted this as neutrals that drive a sense of
balance and reason, and greens, which represent
growth through new ideas and concepts, the creativity
of Malta’s people, a strong asset of any government.
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Photography Style
Documentary style photography will help reinforce the key attributes of the brand:
• Images people can relate to - people working, at public events, living their daily lives.
• The photography gives a sense of community and community involvement.
• Scenic photography, although important, should be secondary.
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Photography Do’s and Dont’s

Education

NO

MAYBE

YES

Shows a range of children but with no setting
(white background doesn’t say where it is). Because children are not gathered around an
activ-ity, does not suggest community.

One schoolchild amongst many suggests community but also government improving education from the ground up. Colour of shirt suggests Malta. However no unique identifiers
means image could belong to any country.

Clearly Maltese schoolchildren. Suggests community by showing children outside and not just
in the schoolroom. However more adults would
be preferable to show interaction between education and government.
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Photography Do’s and Dont’s

Industry (Fishing)

NO

MAYBE

YES

Single image of a colourful boat in clear waters
suggests more about tourism, and less about
the industry of fishing.

This is a better image because it shows more
boats against the backdrop of Malta so it infers
the industry of fishing. However lack of people
and no actual fishing activity means this image
still tends towards tourism.

Actively shows fishing. Has the Malta backdrop.
This is more about the government helping an
industry (create jobs, grants, etc) and this image
better reflects this tone.
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Photography Do’s and Dont’s

Transportation

NO

MAYBE

YES

Similar to the Industry imagery, this image
shows landscape and the bus, but suggests
more Tourism than Transportation

This image is good in that is in the inside view
of the driver. However it is disconnected from
being recognizably Malta, and also it suggests
more Employment as opposed to Transportation
(essentially Infrastructure).

This is a good image because it represents Infrastructure (the sign), Transportation (the passengers) and Malta (the bus).
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Photography Do’s and Dont’s

Healthcare

NO

MAYBE

YES

This is a largely negative image around a critical
situation that is unrelated to the messaging of
Government strategy around Malta Healthcare.

This image is good in that it provides some reference to Malta Healthcare (the doctor having a
red blouse), but the imagery of Healthcare is lost
because there is no interaction with patients.

This image is optimal of the three because it
shows someone being cared for by having their
health checked (Healthcare is not just about diagnosis but preventative providers). The color of
the T-shirt helps project the Malta brand without
overpowering the imagery.
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Photography Do’s and Dont’s

Politics

NO

MAYBE

YES

Politics in the context of a Government website
must remain unbiased so imagery depicting
specific politicians should be avoided.

Though the imagery could suggest polling stations in a Malta setting, it could also suggest
gambling or betting, which should be avoided.

This image is good from the perspective of
showing a recognizable Malta specific location.
However we also recommend more specific
detailed imagery of government buildings, and
polling stations (regardless of the party, imagery
should project democracy).
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Photography Do’s and Dont’s

Family

NO

MAYBE

YES

This image is too commercial. People feel
posed and artificial and are not specifically tied
to Mal-ta.

Focus on more than one family playing with kids.
However this is specifically New York (yellow cab
in the background) so we suggest cropping out
location clues such as this.

Focus on parent interacting with child, not posing for camera. Parent and child are actually
related and not posing so viewer can automatically feel connected. However we also suggest
imagery with more smiles to project a warm
trustworthy brand.
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Photography Do’s and Dont’s

Community

NO

MAYBE

YES

This image is too commercial. People are not
engaged in an activity, just looking up and
smil-ing for no reason. Also there is no
backdrop to indicate a location.

This image shows citizens together in supporting a cause. However, government imagery
MUST remain unbiased, and the banner could
suggest that the Government of Malta is supporting a cause.

This image is perfect because the people are
engaged in a group activity. People do not look
like professional models, therefore easy to relate
to. Also there is a sense of setting, and T-shirts
can be photo edited not to show affiliation to a
group without losing the meaning of the photo.
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Photography Do’s and Dont’s

Senior Citizens

NO

MAYBE

YES

This image is too commercial. Does not depict
the seniors in a lifestyle most seniors
ACTUALLY live.

The doorway, the walls, the seniors is typically
Maltese. However, there is no sense of community, of citizens being taken care of. Also the
distance between the subjects and camera suggests a sense of disconnection.

This image is strong because it shows seniors in
a group activity.
Seniors are not posed and feel natural. Also
there is a feeling of familiarity because of the
distance between camera and subject.
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Photography Do’s and Dont’s

Small Business

NO

MAYBE

YES

Image is not ideal because owner is posed and
looking into camera, no one is behind him
work-ing. It also is more appropriate for large
industry because of the number of machines.

A good start because it focuses on a worker in
a type of industry that suggests its small in nature (bakery). However hard to tell if image is for
employees or business owners.

Image is ideal because it shows a small business
owner working with their staff. It also suggests
job creation.
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Photography Do’s and Dont’s

Large Business

NO

MAYBE

YES

Very generic, too commercial and expected.
Also location is not familiar to Malta citizens.

Better image in that is presents a corporate take
on large businesses, but again feels too generic
and does not specify a location.

Large office with people at work.
Focus is on group not one or two individuals.
Location suggests job creation. Also suggest international feel to it which is a key for most large
businesses.
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Photography Do’s and Dont’s

Conservation

NO

MAYBE

YES

Expresses the generic concept of conservation
but not its meaning in the context of Malta.

Only highlights one aspect of conservation. Is
not specific or recognizable enough. Too localized when conservation has both a local and
global impact.

Two images shown here to express what Conservation means for Malta: conserve our environment, and our history and culture. Imagery
around fauna and flora specific to Malta helps
keep the imagery local and global.
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Appendix D
Background Examples
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Background Image Pattern Choices
Using the two brand symbols - the arrow (one quarter of the Maltese cross) and the cross itself combined with a choice of solid colours from the brand colour palette and/or photographs, can
produce a myriad of options. This variety will keep the site feeling fresh and retain the reader’s
interest on each visit. The following pages in this document demonstrate some of the pattern
combinations. Going forward, these patterns can be further customized, as required.
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Background Image Pattern Choices
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Background Image Pattern Choices
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Background Image Pattern Choices
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Background Image Pattern Choices
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Background Image Pattern Choices
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Background Image Pattern Choices
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Background Image Pattern Choices
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Background Image - Solid Colours
Based on the pattern configurations shown previously, a Solid Colour Pattern can be created, by
applying a combination of the brand colours. Particular consideration might be given to using
colour combinations which refer to a particular segment of the Government, such as a Ministry, or
even to support a specific Event or Promotional Page.
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Background Image - Solid Colours
Colorization of the background must be kept to neutral colours towards the top of the page.
This is to ensure that the navigation bar and search bar are not lost against a brightly coloured
image. Medium gray is preferred at the top, with white gradient overlay, as shown in all examples
in this document.

320 px from the top
must be #CDCBBC

A minimum of 320 px from the top must be gray, before any of the brand colours are applied to
the pattern, as indicated on this page.
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Background Image - Photo Mosaic
Once again, based on the pattern configurations shown previously, a Photo Mosaic background
image can be created, by using the pattern as a mask over a photograph. Particular consideration
might be given to using photographs which refer to a particular segment of the Government,
such as a Local Council, or even to support a specific Event or Promotional Page.
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Background Image - Photo Mosaic
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Version Control
Version Number

Date (dd/mm/yyyy)

1.1

26/June/2012

Petar Stoilov (Infusion)

DinPro was replaced completely by Segoe for both Maltese and English variations, as per MITA approval.

1.2

26/Sept/2012

Petar Stoilov (Infusion)

As requested, on pg 74-77, changed the width of all small banners from 197 px to 198 px. One pixel white lines also removed.

2.1

08/Feb/2013

Ryan Debattista

Major Change

2.2

06/May/2013

Ryan Debattista

Image Changes on pages 20, 48 and 66
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